Abstract. Some new trace inequalities for convex functions of selfadjoint operators in Hilbert spaces are provided. The superadditivity and monotonicity of some associated functionals are investigated. Some trace inequalities for matrices are also derived. Examples for the operator power and logarithm are presented as well.
Introduction
Let A be a selfadjoint operator on the complex Hilbert space (H; h:; :i) with the spectrum Sp (A) included in the interval [m; M ] for some real numbers m < M and let fE g be its spectral family. Then for any continuous function f : [m; M ] ! R, it is well known that we have the following spectral representation in terms of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral (see for instance [29, p. for any x; y 2 H: The function g x;y ( ) := hE x; yi is of bounded variation on the interval [m; M ] and g x;y (m 0) = 0 while g x;y (M ) = hx; yi for any x; y 2 H: It is also well known that g x ( ) := hE x; xi is monotonic nondecreasing and right continuous on [m; M ] for any x 2 H.
The following result that provides an operator version for the Jensen inequality may be found for instance in Mond & Peµ carić [40] (see also [28, p. 5 h (hAx; xi) hh (A) x; xi for each x 2 H with kxk = 1:
As a special case of Theorem 1 we have the following Hölder-McCarthy inequality:
Theorem 2 (Hölder-McCarthy, 1967, [38] ). Let A be a selfadjoint positive operator on a Hilbert space H. Then for all x 2 H with kxk = 1;
(i) hA r x; xi hAx; xi r for all r > 1; (ii) hA r x; xi hAx; xi r for all 0 < r < 1; (iii) If A is invertible, then hA r x; xi hAx; xi r for all r < 0:
The following reverse for (MP) that generalizes the scalar Lah-Ribarić inequality for convex functions is well known, see for instance [28, p. 57 for each x 2 H with kxk = 1:
For some inequalities for convex functions see [8] - [12] , [26] and [43] . For inequalities for functions of selfadjoint operators, see [14] - [23] , [37] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] and the books [24] , [25] and [28] .
In order to state our new results concerning some trace inequalities for convex functions of selfadjoint operators on Hilbert space (H; h:; :i) we need some preparations as follows.
Trace of Operators
Let (H; h ; i) be a complex Hilbert space and fe i g i2I an orthonormal basis of H: We say that A 2 B (H) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if
It is well know that, if fe i g i2I and ff j g j2J are orthonormal bases for H and A 2 B (H) then
showing that the de…nition (2.1) is independent of the orthonormal basis and A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator i¤ A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let B 2 (H) the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in B (H) : For A 2 B 2 (H) we de…ne
for fe i g i2I an orthonormal basis of H: This de…nition does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis. Using the triangle inequality in l 2 (I) ; one checks that B 2 (H) is a vector space and that k k 2 is a norm on B 2 (H) ; which is usually called in the literature as the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Denote the modulus of an operator A 2 B (H) by jAj := (A A) 1=2 : Because kjAj xk = kAxk for all x 2 H; A is Hilbert-Schmidt i¤ jAj is HilbertSchmidt and kAk 2 = kjAjk 2 : From (2.2) we have that if A 2 B 2 (H) ; then A 2 B 2 (H) and kAk 2 = kA k 2 :
The following theorem collects some of the most important properties of HilbertSchmidt operators: hjAj e i ; e i i < 1:
The de…nition of kAk 1 does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis fe i g i2I : We denote by B 1 (H) the set of trace class operators in B (H) :
The following proposition holds:
;then the following are equivalent:
The following properties are also well known: 
(iv) We have the following isometric isomorphisms
where K (H) is the dual space of K (H) and B 1 (H) is the dual space of B 1 (H) :
We de…ne the trace of a trace class operator A 2 B 1 (H) to be (2.9) tr (A) := X i2I hAe i ; e i i ;
where fe i g i2I an orthonormal basis of H: Note that this coincides with the usual de…nition of the trace if H is …nite-dimensional. We observe that the series (2.9) converges absolutely and it is independent from the choice of basis.
The following result collects some properties of the trace: For the theory of trace functionals and their applications the reader is referred to [36] .
For some classical trace inequalities see [5] , [7] , [33] and [47] , which are continuations of the work of Bellman [2] . For related works the reader can refer to [1] , [3] , [5] , [27] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [34] and [44] .
Some Trace Inequalities for Convex Functions
Consider the orthonormal basis E := fe i g i2I in the complex Hilbert space (H; h ; i) and for a nonzero operator B 2 B 2 (H) let introduce the subset of indices from I de…ned by I E,B := fi 2 I : Be i 6 = 0g :
We observe that I E,B is non-empty for any nonzero operator B and if ker (B) = 0; i.e. B is injective, then I E,B = I: We also have for B 2 B 2 (H) that
Theorem 7. Let A be a selfadjoint operator on the Hilbert space H and assume that Sp ( 
for any i 2 I; which implies that
and we conclude that
By Jensen's inequality (MP) we have
for any y 2 H n f0g : Let F be a …nite part of I E,B : Then for any i 2 F we have from (3.3) that
which is equivalent to
Summing over i 2 F we get
Using Jensen's discrete inequality for …nite sums and for the positive weights w i
we have
Therefore, for any F a …nite part of I E,B we have from (3.5) that
By the continuity of f we then have from (3.7) that
From (3.8) we then get the …rst and the second inequality in (3.1). From (LR) we also have
for any y 2 H: This implies that
for any i 2 I:
and the last part of (3.1) is proved.
Remark 1. We observe that the quantities
are …nite and satisfy the bounds
We have the following version for nonnegative operators P 0; i.e. P satis…es the condition hP x; xi 0 for any x 2 H: 
where
Moreover, the quantities
The …nite dimensional case is of interest. Let M n (C) be the space of all square matrices of order n with complex elements. 
Remark 2. The second inequality in (3.14), namely
for any fe i g i2f1;:::;ng an orthonormal basis in C n ; is known in literature as Peierls Inequality. For a di¤ erent proof and some applications, see, for instance [4] .
Some Functional Properties
If we denote by B 
tr (P ) + tr (Q) :
Making use of (4.5) and (4.6) we have
and the inequality (4.2) is proved.
(ii) Let P; Q 2 B + 1 (H) n f0g with P Q: Then on applying the superadditivity property of f;A for P Q 0 and Q 0 we have f;A (P ) = f;A (P Q + Q) f;A (P Q) + f;A (Q) f;A (Q) and the inequality (4.3) is proved.
(iii) If P Q; then by the monotonicity property of f;A we have f;A (P ) f;A ( Q) = f;A (Q) and a similar inequality for :
We have the following particular case of interest: ; there exists the real numbers ; > 0 such that I n P I n with P positive de…nite, where I n is the identity matrix, then tr (f (A)) nf tr (A) n tr (P f (A)) tr (P ) f tr (P A) tr (P ) (4.7)
The following result also holds: 
Proof. Observe that p;q;f;A (P ) = p;f;A (P ) q for P 2 B + 1 (H) n f0g : Therefore, by Theorem 9 and the inequality (4.8) for q 1 we have that p;q;f;A (P + Q) = p;f;A (P + Q) ; there exists the real numbers ; > 0 such that I n P I n with P positive de…nite, then
for any p 1:
Moreover, the quantities K i (r; A; P ) := inf E K E (r; A; P ) and K s (r; A; P ) := sup E K E (r; A; P ) are …nite and satisfy the bounds
Now, if we take A = P; P 2 B If we consider the functional r;A : B 
Now, if we take A = P; P 2 B + 1 (H) n f0g, then by (5.6) we get
where for P 2 B + 1 (H) n f0g : Utilising the properties of ln;A ( ) we conclude that A ( ) is supermultiplicative, i.e.
A (P + Q)
A (P ) A (Q) 1 for any P; Q 2 B + 1 (H) n f0g : The functional A ( ) is also monotonic nondecreasing on B 1 (H) n f0g :
Consider the convex function f (t) = t ln t and let A be a selfadjoint operator on the Hilbert space H and assume that Sp (A) [m; M ] for some scalars m; M with 0 < m < M: If E := fe i g i2I is an orthonormal basis in H and P 2 B Now, if we take A = P; P 2 B 
:
Observe that for f (t) = t ln t we have 
1:
Utilising the properties of ( ) ln( );A ( ) we can conclude that A ( ) is supermultiplicative and monotonic nondecreasing on B + 1 (H) n f0g :
